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Central Venous Thrombosis of the Brain After SARS-
CoV-2 Infection and mRNA Vaccination
Neurologic Disaster is Even Worse After Injection
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Proponents of COVID-19 mass vaccination acknowledge that similar disastrous outcomes
occur with both SARS-CoV-2 infection and the COVID-19 vaccines (myocarditis, blood clots,
neurological  problems).  They  position  a  tradeoff  and  suggest  you  should  risk  it  with  the
vaccine in hopes its lower than that of the infection. Since 94% of Americans have had the
COVID-19, its water under the bridge for the infection. Early therapy reduces the invasive
systemic  manifestations  of  the illness  and markedly  reduces hospitalization and death
including  from  complications.  With  vaccination  its  a  different  story,  the  full  force  of
engineered Spike protein is felt in the body with each shot and per case, the severity of the
side effect is far worse than that with COVID-19.

Tu, et al illustrated this principle while analyzing central venous thrombosis which is a blood
clot in the major vein of the brain which is a medical emergency requiring, hospitalization,
intravenous or subcutaneous blood thinners, serial imaging, observation and in some cases
surgery. Tu attempted to divide cases by large denominators to minimize risk; that is invalid
in  safety research since not  all  cases can be found particularly  fatal  ones without  an
autopsy. The important findings from Tu are in the tables. Central venous thrombosis after
vaccination was a catastrophe with more cases,  greater  need for  therapy,  more brain
surgery, and higher degrees of neurologic impairment at discharge for those who took the
mRNA vaccine.
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JAMA Netw Open. 2022 Mar 1;5(3):e222940. doi: 10.1001/jamanetworkopen.2022.2940. PMID:

35297971; PMCID: PMC8931554.

Under no circumstances could someone accept a blood clot in the brain with the vaccine in
the hopes of not getting COVID-19. That tradeoff is untenable and yet another reason why
vaccine promoters have lost trust from a discerning public.
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these discussions with family, friends, and your extended circles.
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The Worldwide Corona Crisis, Global Coup d’Etat Against
Humanity

by Michel Chossudovsky

Michel Chossudovsky reviews in detail how this insidious project “destroys people’s lives”.
He  provides  a  comprehensive  analysis  of  everything  you  need  to  know  about  the
“pandemic” — from the medical  dimensions to the economic and social  repercussions,
political underpinnings, and mental and psychological impacts.

“My  objective  as  an  author  is  to  inform people  worldwide  and  refute  the  official  narrative
which has been used as a justification to destabilize the economic and social fabric of entire
countries, followed by the imposition of the “deadly” COVID-19 “vaccine”. This crisis affects
humanity in its entirety: almost 8 billion people. We stand in solidarity with our fellow
human beings and our children worldwide. Truth is a powerful instrument.”
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